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YOUR MEGA PENCIL AND SLATS 
MANUFACTURER



❏ Yellow Pencil
❏ Office Pencil
❏ Promotional Pencil

❏ Rubber Tip
❏ Dip Tip

❏ Fancy Pencil
❏ Printing Rubber Tip
❏ Printing Dip Tip
❏ PET Wrapper Rubber Tip
❏ Pet Wrapped Dip Tip

❏ 12 Ct coloring pencil
❏ 24 Ct coloring pencil
❏ 36 Ct coloring pencil
❏ 12 Half length coloring pencil
❏ 6/12 Bi-coloring pencils
❏ 12/24 Bi-coloring pencils
❏ 18/38 Bi-coloring pencils

❏ Slats
❏ Sandwich Slats
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Our journey began in 1977, when PT PELINDA SARANA SUKSES was established and 
has been recognized as one of the largest pencil manufacturers in Indonesia.
Today, PT PELINDA SARANA SUKSES is privileged to be affiliated with more than 
hundreds of esteemed companies around the world, and with more than 350 
employees, we manufacture your family favourite pencils to encourage people’s 
creativity through writing, drawing, sketching and colouring. PT PELINDA SARANA 
SUKSES is currently producing for over 3.4 million gross of pencils, 2 million gross of 
slats, which more than 70% of the production are exported around the world and has 
legitimately conform the quality standard to European Safety Standard EN71 and the 
Labelling of Hazardous Art Materials ACT (LHAMA)
On the other hand, PT PELINDA SARANA SUKSES is also producing pencil slat and the 
high-quality wooden pencils and coloured pencils under the brand name of MACS.

Our Branding Company :

COMPANY IDENTITY
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GRAPHITE PENCIL

wood and purposely made to be the 
best writing or drawing pencils for 
professionals or beginners who love 
to sketch. With 3 different shapes of 
wooden pencil envelope : round, 
hexagonal and triangle; also with or 
without an eraser at the end of the 
pencil, they are designed to meet 
your customer’s needs and 
preferences.

A good graphite pencil 
is an essential part of 
any artist’s supplies. 
These are graphite 
pencils made  out of 
real Jabon 
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OFFICE PENCIL

YELLOW PENCIL
Shape : 

Hexagonal/Round/Triangular
Painted

Sharpened/unsharpened
With eraser

Cardboard box

Shape : 
Hexagonal/Round/Triangular

Painted
Sharpened/unsharpened

With eraser
Cardboard box
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PROMOTIONAL PENCIL

Shape : 
Hexagonal / Round / 

Triangular
Various colors

Painted
Sharpened / 
Unsharpened

With / without eraser
Cardboard box

FANCY PENCIL
Shape : 

Hexagonal / Round / Triangular
PET Wrapped

Sharpened/Unsharpened
With/without eraser

Cardboard box
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COLORING PENCIL

Our coloring pencils are fun to work and play with! Made out of real 
wood, we sanded and ironed each coloring pencil to eliminate small 
wood fragments. Non toxic coating and treatment is added to make 
our coloring pencils a safe and perfect mate for all your coloring need. 
So go ahead and make your presentation more colorful.
Bring your coloring pencils home and play with your children. 
Introduce the world of color and differences to them. Show them how 
a few differences can fit together harmoniously.
With three different shapes: round, hexagonal, and triangle, our 
pencils are created to fit your specific comfort grip.
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BI-COLORING PENCIL

Shape : Round
Painted
Bright Colors
Smooth lead
Cardboard box 6/12 Bi-coloring pencils

12/24 Bi-coloring pencils

18/36 Bi-coloring pencils
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COLORING PENCIL
Shape : Hexagon / Round / Triangular
Painted
Bright colors
Smooth lead
Cardboard box

12 Coloring pencils

24 Coloring pencils

36 Coloring pencils 8



Our pencil slats are made of real wood. We responsibly buy legally 
harvested wood from known vendors who replant trees right after 
it had been harvested.
We are supplying 2 most common sizes and our exclusive 
particular size (measurements in mm):

PENCIL SLATS
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Our sandwich slats are made of real wood, either Jabon or Poplar 
wood, carefully grouted and filled with medium soft lead, 
attached by high quality heat resistant adhesive and pressed for a 
minimum of 8 hours to ensure completely even bond.

SANDWICH SLATS
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One Company Delivering The World
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Our Modern And Expanding 
Manufacturing Facility
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